
Adding an Events Teaser List 

 
Introduction: 

This guide shows you how to promote events by adding a “teaser” to a web page. The actual event with all the details is 
not part of this content type. The date and title link to another web page where the actual event is displayed. Most 
often, it will be the online calendar. 

Creating an Events teaser list involves a minimum of three content-types which must be in this exact order: 

1. SOM - Event Teaser List Module START 
2. SOM - Event Teaser List Item (one event per item) 
3. SOM - Event Teaser List Module END 

Here’s how it looks in T4: 

 

Step-by-Step Instructions: 

PLEASE NOTE: Preview does not format the month and date properly. When the event is live, it will format correctly. 

1. In T4, navigate to the page you want to have event(s) listed. Typically, this teaser is on a home page but it can go 
anywhere (including a Sidebar). 

2. In the content tab, select “Add Contents”, then select SOM – Event Teaser List Module START 



3. When the content type opens, simply name the content type then select “Add” The name is what appear in T4 
only (it does not appear on the web page). It’s fine to name it Start Event Teaser List or something like that. 

4. Select “Add Content” then select “SOM – Event Teaser List Item”. This is where you list the event teaser. If you 
have more than one event, you will enter each event using its own SOM – Event Teaser List Item”.  Please refer 
to the following diagram to see how to complete the fields. When done, click “Add” or “Add and Approve” if you 
want your changes to go live. 
 

 
5. Repeat step 4 for every event you want to add. Each event is its own SOM – Event Teaser List Item. 
6. Select “Add Contents”, then select SOM – Event Teaser List Module END 
7. When the content type opens, simply name the content type then select “Add” The name is what appear in T4 

only (it does not appear on the web page). It’s fine to name it End Event Teaser List or something like that. 
8. Use the Move arrows as shown below to ensure your content types are in the proper order.  

 



9. When done, click Update and Approve. 

 

Please Note: 

• Preview does not format the Month and Date properly. When the event is live, the month and date will display 
properly. 

• The heading “Events” is not part of this content type. To add a heading, you will need to create a separate HTML 
Content content type that has “Heading”. Usually, it is a heading 2 (h2) 


